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In small businesses, we do less business today than we do almost. Communicating effectively with people with email or text is much different from it by phone, video chat or in person. The secret to better business communication may actually be to use more emoticons. On the Small Business Radio Show
this week, I interviewed Dr. Nick Morgan, author of Can You Hear Me? How to connect with people in virtual world who are one of America's top communications coaches. Nick says sending and sending messages doesn't work as well as we think. Personally, business communication is much more
effective because at least we can rebuke our heads, give a wink or touch someone's shoulder to convey real meaning. Nick believes that the biggest problem with virtual communication is that human intent doesn't come through these short writing styles. For example, you send a quick email to a member
of your team who says: We need to talk. It can mean something positive or negative. Unfortunately, Nick usually believes people fear the worst with the intention especially when it is done online. In addition, he says that with so much virtual communication, people are forced to skim and don't really have
time to figure out what the intent was in the message. Nick also thinks that most online communications are less empathetic. Personally, people will receive an immediate response from the feedback on body language. Without an immediate response in the virtual world, the sender assumes that the other
person will be fine. Nick says that in online communication, it's easier for people to be thoughtless and mean. I have often wondered whether online communication has made it difficult for millennials to form meaningful and trusting relationships. On the show, Nick describes how emotionally satisfying the
feedback we get online is compared to a hug or smile in person. He points out in the research that the more time you spend online, the more likely you are to be depressed. To improve this business, Nick advises two activities: Ask the virtual receiver how I just told you to get to know you? This provides
feedback from the person. Use text emoticons in messages. Research shows that large organizations think they are childish, but Nick believes that a smiling face or wink shows ironic or joking that is so critical. Listen to the full interview on Small Business Radio Show.Image: Depositphotos.com Balance
Small Business uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Balance Small Business, you agree to the use of cookies. Most companies consist of a series of interactions with other people. Customers, customers, and colleagues both rely on workplace communication. The
importance of the exchange of information cannot be overstated. Effective communication often alleviates conflicts, allowing everyone to meet their needs quickly. Effective communication is important it can help increase productivity, reduce the potential of errors and facilitate the understanding of
colleagues. Good business communication includes both written skills and speech skills, as well as nonverbly cues and physical cues. The persons responsible for the company must have the ability to exchange effectively and know when to use the most effective forms of communication. For example, a
paper trail is often important in ensuring that a company's protocol is followed, so communicating via email may be the best way. The beauty of this written form of communication is that everyone has a clear message and it is literally written for them. And when everyone is clear about what they need to
do, it saves time and, of course, every job has money. Another form of communication in business is oral communication. For example, if a manager praises an employee for their performance, it increases morale. If this same driver sees an employee snag at work and seems tired, it's a nonverbly cue to
ask the employee what's going on. Reading the body language of their employees or customers, as well as tactile cues, gives managers and business owners tips on when to speak and create a human connection to solve the problem. The importance of communication is that it allows everyone to feel
that they are being heard, which makes every job more smooth. Judging by the situation before I learn what's going on. Reject the feelings or opinions of those involved. Blaming or criticizing negatively or when others are present. I'll call people's names. Conflict with politics and protocol. How should the
workplace dedicated to the importance of communication bypass these roadblocks? Classes that teach the value of good communication in business can be beneficial to employees and many offer seminars through the workplace. Managers and business owners are a model for effective communication in
the workplace, which gives the tone on how to deal with issues and how to communicate messages effectively. Paying attention to body language —you and those around you —and taking notes and speaking honestly lead to effective communication. Communication in the workplace is necessary for the
company to be successful. In addition, effective communication plays an important role in changing people – from business ownership to employees and customers – to being respected and valued. The natural result is high employee morale and good rapport throughout the workplace, as well as positive
word-of-mouth customer feedback. To become an industry leader or even just pass on your career you need to master the art of communication, or a process in which individuals communicate, exchange and interpret meanings. Frantically conveying information through idle chitchat is easy. Effective
communication requires skill and subtlety. In order to communicate successfully, you need to be able to present ideas clearly and briefly. As an important quality in the business world, communication can make or break your career. To become an industry leader or even just pass on your career you need
to master the art of communication, or a process in which individuals communicate, exchange and interpret meanings. Frantically conveying information through idle chitchat is easy. Effective communication requires skill and subtlety. In order to communicate successfully, you need to be able to present
ideas efficiently, convincingly, clearly and briefly. Communication is only successful if both the sender and the recipient understand the content of the information provided in the same way. So how do you learn the art of communication? First, you need to understand the basic principles of communication,
so you should be clear about why you're communicating, and then forward your message without any misunderstandings or confusion. Reduce the frequency of misunderstandings with clear, concise, accurate and well-planned communication. Think about your goals because you have to express it to
achieve it. • What do you want your audience to remember? • What do you want to pass on? • What do you want to achieve with your message? Second, you need to know how to send information so that the receiver can decode it correctly. The success of this depends both on telling the information
clearly, but also by preventing and eliminating all possible sources of misunderstanding. The key: knowing your audience. Your message is passed on to individual audience members, all of who enter the communication process with their ideas and beliefs, which will undoubtedly affect their understanding
of the message. It is also important that you understand the strengths and weaknesses of the various communication channels that include, but are not limited, personally, to the phone, email and text. Make sure you're using a channel that's right for your message. For example, giving long instructions
over the phone is probably not the most efficient route. It also does not provide negative feedback via e-mail. Explore the strengths and weaknesses of all communication channels in relation to your message to choose the channel that best delivers the message. Be receptive to feedback from your
audience, especially if you communicate in person or over the phone. Pay close attention to both verbal and non-verbal reactions to your message to help assess when the audience has understood the meaning of the information provided. Another way to increase your communication skills in the
business is by removing all barriers that can cause misunderstandings. Possible obstacles to your message may be something too long, using the wrong communication channel, which has been rearranged when providing information, using poor verbal and non-verbal language, providing too much
information too quickly, rather than understanding the culture of the audience and simplified and concise message. In addition to these general guidelines, you can hone your communication skills by focusing on more general areas of communication, such as creating effective and first impressions,
communicating the right non-verbal body language, effectively communicating verbally, actively listening, focusing on developing your writing skills and learning the right label for communicating through technological channels. Create a permanent first impression The goal of creating a permanent first
impression is to create comfort, trust and rapport with the person you meet. It only takes a quick glance, about three seconds, for someone to assess you when meeting for the first time. Their opinion of you is quickly formed based on your appearance, body language, demeanor, mannerisms and how
you are dressed. In business, it is important that you always create the impression of a professional presence. Some simple ways to make a powerful and effective first impression are: • Make friendly direct eye contact to develop mutual trust. • Standing up and sitting straight in such a good posture
creates an immediate impression of competence and shows that you are comfortable in business situations. • Keep eye contact through hand shaking and contact the person by name. • Arrive 10-15 minutes before the scheduled time. • Dress appropriately for the meeting. Know the traditions and norms if



you don't want to show up in a business suit when everyone else is dressed casual. • Maintain clean and tidy appearance. Perform a 30-second quick check before the meeting. • Smile with warmth and confidence. • Be polite and attentive. First impressions are all about creating a sense of professional ity
in order to create credibility. Use your body's language to project relevant confidence and confidence, standing tall, smiling warmly to make others feel, making friendly eye contact, greeting a firm handshake, extending deafness to all, projecting real enthusiasm and grace and dressing appropriately. Re-
emphasize your message through non-verbal communication Only about seven percent of the emotional meaning of a message consisting of actual words and another thirty-eight percent transmitted through our tone of voice and voice breaking. This means that fifty-five percent of our meaning in
messages is transmitted through non-verbal communication, which includes facial expression, gestures and posture. So even if you can say one thing, your body language can express something completely different. Savvy professionals use non-verbal communication skills to build trust and rapport with
customers and colleagues, keeping their body language consistent and congruent in their verbal message. To thrive in the business world, you must learn not only to convey your message orally, but also non-verbally. The use of non-verbal communication knowingly and to make it a source and strength
of strength in your business communication. First, understanding your non-verbal communication strengths and weaknesses then breaking down the components and practice of influential, consistent and natural execution begins with eye contact. Try to start with the following: • Check your entrance to the
room. Did you notice when you entered the room? • Do you offer your hand as soon as you meet someone, regardless of race or gender? • Do you constantly communicate with others when in meetings and throughout conversations? • Do you tend to gesture in a disturbing way that may hinder
someone's ability to contact you? • Are the nonververbly signals you send clear and consistent with your message? Or are people generally confused about where they stand with you? • Are you aware of your facial reactions in different situations? Our physical presence is the thing that others will notice
when you meet us so make sure you radiate energy, have the right posture, a firm handshake and make friendly eye contact. Learn not only to master your original body language, but also your reactions to others as well as to maintain a passive face when angry. Finally, learn to fit in and mirror, taking
manners and mannerisms from the person or people with whom you interact. Matching energy levels, facial expressions, tone of voice, vocabulary and pace is the fastest way to build a rapport communication process. Non-verbal cues create context for interpreting raw content for communication, so you
need to make sure your verbal and non-verbal message stays in sync. Revived oral communication Face-to-face communication is always the best communication channel. Never underestimate the value of the voice tone and the emotion in body language, especially when someone is criticised or given
feedback. If you do not agree with someone, if your words may express your disagreement, your tone, posture and eye contact may at the same time express your value and respect for the opinion of another person. While phone conversation is also a better channel for communication, it still falls far from
second-to-face interactions. We rely on a rich stew of non-verbic hints to interpret the meaning behind the second words and face-to-face meetings, which helps to make up for possible obstacles that might misinterpret the intended message. So, if you have ever doubts about which method to use,
communicating with someone face to face is always the safest and most effective method to ensure your message is delivered effectively. If you have difficulty expressing orally, try one of the following to help sharpen your verbal communication skills: • See verbal communication in your office to listen to
people submit ideas to customers to hear the tone of voice and voice rise used to present ideas and how the dots are discussed. • Practice expressing your ideas and family and have them criticize you. Make sure you know if they understood what you were trying to convey or not. • Get a part-time sales
job that will help you gain confidence to express yourself and verbally communicate with others. • Use stories, quotes and jokes to help deliver your message. • Organize your ideas in advance and prepare your message. • Choose your words carefully. Speak specifically, briefly and avoid careless
language. • Be positive about attitude and choice of word. • Use vivid language, examples, remain optimistic and use different voice tones to keep the audience turned on. • Tape yourself to better understand your unique communication style. The acquisition of verbal communication develops both
personal growth and business relationships and communication. Words have the power to create emotions and move people to take the actions you want. Take advantage of the power of verbal communication to help you achieve your career goals. Know the power of active listening While expressing
your ideas is important for communication, actively listening to others is just as important in mastering the art of communication. Much of the communication involves effectively listening successfully. Only about 25-50% of what we hear is actually remembered, which means that you have to make a
conscious effort to not only hear the words that someone says, but try to understand the whole message that is being conveyed. Don't underestimate the power of silence. Focus on your listening by not thinking about what you're going to say next, instead make a conscious effort to mentally focus and
stay physically attentive. It takes time, patience, and practice to become an active listener. Use the following elements below to help improve your active listening skills. • Focus on the speaker. Pay close attention to their non-veral communication. • Show that you listen through your body language,
gestures, smile and occasional bangs. • Admit what the other person says from time to time or uh huh. • Give positive feedback, paraphrasing what was said by asking open questions or periodically summating. • Push the judgment until the speaker has finished submitting his or her message. Don't
interrupt. • Do not allow your personal filters, assumptions, judgments and beliefs to distort the information you hear. To explain the understanding, take stock of what was said. • Give a person inddible attention. Don't be distracted by the environment. Listening is more than just hearing words. Active
listening means focusing on the tone of voice, the choice of words, non-verbal body language, the handing of the voice, not the jumping of conclusions, and distorting what our own perceptions have said. Active listening is about being objective and open about what someone communicates without having
our personal beliefs influence the message. Build a better business and reduce relationship conflict, refining your ability to communicate through active listening. Illustrate the difference through remarkable writing As a more specific form of communication, the written word leaves less room for error and
error. In a technologically adept society where written communication is rapidly becoming the preferred method of communication, the ability to communicate effectively through writing is an important skill to improve. In today's workplace, employers are actively looking for individuals who have the
opportunity to communicate effectively through the written word. So how can you polish your writing skills? • Avoid slang words. • Steer away from symbols and avoid clichés. • Always spell names correctly. • Keep sentences short and simple. • Regularity, proofreading, proofreading. • review the
documents until they are clear and short. Avoid remote data. • Make sure that the documents are logically organized. • Change your writing word selection and redundancies. • Use spelling tabs and correct grammar. • Improve your vocabulary by using a dictionary to search for meaning in foreign words. •
Read every opportunity you get. The more you read, the more you expand your vocabulary and raise your awareness of effective writing. Learn to watch writing skills that need to be constantly improved through practice and effort. Practice effective writing with every option you get, even when writing
simple emails to friends and family. Written communication has a lasting effect and a permanent presence, so always be extra careful with what you communicate through writing. Show the right etiquette in technological communication If the twenty-first century job becomes more diverse and
technologically adept, your communication abilities must be constantly improved to ensure career success. As the old governance model of the dictatorship is replaced by participatory management and greater use of teams, the old method of communication, which favoured in-person or voice
communication, is replaced by impersonal methods of communication such as e-mail, fax and voice mail. Despite the increased use of technology for communications and although they offer a quick solution for the transmission of information, keep in mind that these methods leave more room for
misunderstandings and conflicts. Try to transmit factual information only through these channels. Reserve all communication that involves emotions expressed in personal methods such as in person or over the phone. Linking it all together with exemplary communication skills are some of the most
sought-after qualities in the business world. Like Robert Kent, a former dean of Harvard business school, so enough to agree, Business, communication is everything. Without the ability to communicate effectively, we are unable to communicate accurately, to let others know what we think or feel, to build
partnerships, to motivate others, or to resolve conflicts. If you rise higher communication skills will only become more important to your success. Successfully being able to communicate equals a successful career. Career.
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